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DEVICE FOR THE TENSION-FREE WET 
TREATMENT OF TEXTILE MATERIAL 

This application is a continuation-impart of applica 
tion Ser. No. 140,029 filed on May 4, 1971, and now 
US. Pat. No. 3,742,737. 
The present invention relates to a device for effecting 

a tension-free wet treatment of textile material lengths 
such as woven fabrics, knitted fabrics, and non-Wovens 
of natural and/0r synthetic fibers, and more particu 
larly to such a device wherein means are provided for 
directing the textile material to be treated in the form 
of waves over a perforated drum partially submerged in 
a process liquor in a wash bowl. 
Depending on the characteristics which the pro 

cessed knitted goods or ?brous webs are to have, ?bers 
may be added to, or employed in the weaving of the 
textile material, which shrink under the in?uence of 
heat. However, the tendency of these types of textile 
materials to shrink is due not only to the added shrink 
ing ?bers but is also due to their structure, i.e. the way 
in which the individual ?bers are incorporated or made 
into the fabric. in order to obtain the required volumi 
nosity and textile feel of the ?nished goods the textile 
materials have to be completely shrunk both in width 
and length. It has been previously suggested to effect 
this shrinking process by using perforated drums 
through which a hot treatment medium ?ows from the 
outside to the inside. This type of washing device has 
been found to be very satisfactory indeed. The textile 
material is thus intensively penetrated by the treatment 
medium; all ?bers come into close contact with the me 
dium and any residual shrinkage of the material is elim 
inated. 
With this process, it is absolutely necessary that the 

textile material be exposed to the processing liquor 
while resting on the rotating drum in such a condition 
that it may be freely shrink both in width and length. 
German patent application Ser. No. P 20 21699.3 

suggests the use of a device which ensures the obtain 
ment of an appropriate widthwise material overfeed. 
This device consists of two rows of pleating disks which 
are mounted at a certain distance from each other and 
which serve to bring the material length into wave-like 
form before entering a treatment bowl. According to 
the degree of shrinkage, the material may also be fed 
into the bowl at a speed that is higher than the speed 
at which the perforated drum transports the material 
forward. This speed difference can be varied as desired. 

Especially with knitted goods, it is advisable to sub 
ject the knitted textile material to a heat treatment 
without any tension at all. Also, it may be necessary to 
let the material dwell in the treatment bowl for a rela 
tively long period in order to prolong the reaction time 
of the processing medium. This is especially important 
with a solvent process which is carried out at very high 
speeds while, chemically, the solvent requires a certain 
period for reacting with the ?brous material. Length 
wise overfeeding of the material to be treated is there 
fore necessary not only for allowing the material to 
shrink freely, but also for ensuring the appropriate 
dwell time of the material to be obtained in the treat 
ment bath. 

Advantageously, the textile treating device of the 
present invention provides a perforated drum and wash 
bowl having means which supplement or replace the 
previously suggested devices for the lengthwise over 
feeding of the material to be processed. These means 
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2 
must in any case ensure the uniform wave-like plaiting 
of the material onto the perforated drum as well as the 
uniform release of the material from the drum; for this 
purpose the speeds of the feeding and delivering or dis 
charging means must always be the same. 
Thus, this invention contemplates a device for effect 

ing tension-free wet treatment of textile material 
lengths (e.g. sheets, webs or the like continuous materi 
als) which comprises wash bowl means containing a 
predetermined level of processing liquor, a rotating 
perforated drum at least partially immersed in said pro 
cessing liquor, and guide means for feeding the textile 
material as wave-like plaits onto the perforated drum 
and for removing the plaits from the drum, the guide 
means including beating means for forming the textile 
material into the wave-like plaits on thhe perforated 
drum, the beating means contacting the textile material 
above the level of liquor in the bowl means, and the 
drum rotating at a speed which is lower than the speed 
at which the textile material isfed into the bowl means 
and onto the drum. 
More particularly, this invention is directed to a de 

vice comprising a wash bowl, a rotating perforated 
drum accomodated in the wash bowl and at least par 
tially immersed in the processing liquor to allow ?ow 
of the liquor from the outside to the inside of the drum 
and means for overfeeding the textile material as wave< 
like plaits onto the drum, said means including material 
de?ecting devices for feeding and delivering the mate 
rial to or from the drum, said de?ecting devices being 
installed above the liquor level and parallel to the drum 
axis and being rotated at the same speed as the drum. 
The present invention is further characterized in that 

the ?rst de?ecting device at the feed end of the ma 
chine is mounted at a certain distance above the liquor 
level in the bowl; between this de?ecting device and 
the liquor level a beating device is provided which ex 
tends over the entire width of the material length hang 
ing vertically down from the ?rst de?ecting device and 
which puts the material in waves or pleats onto the sur‘ 
face of the perforated drum; the speed of the drum 
being slower than the speed at which the material is fed 
into the bowl. The beating device comprises a driven 
roller which is mounted parallel to the axis of the ?rst 
de?ecting device (which is a guide roller) and is 
equipped with beating elements which extend over the 
entire width of the roller; the axis of the beating device 
is preferably shifted sideways from the axis of the ?rst 
de?ecting device, towards the axis of the perforated 
drum so that the material length is passed between the 
de?ecting device and the beating device. 

In accordance with this invention, the second de?ect 
ing device at the discharge end of the machine is 
mounted at a certain distance above the liquor level 
and a “nose”, i.e. a projection in the form of a bent 
metal sheet plate, is provided between the de?ecting 
device and the liquor level, close to the surface of the 
perforated drum. This nose is more suitable than a ro 
tating roller for the purposes of this invention because 
unlike a driven roller it eliminates the danger of lap for 
mation in the textile material. 
There is not any substantial friction between the pro 

jection plate and the textile material because the liquor 
adhering to the textile material when the material is re 
leased from the perforated drum prevents the produc 
tion of any meaningful frictional force. The projection 
is especially advantageous for the above described 
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shrinking bowl because it eliminates any danger of lap 
formation which could come into being because the 
discharge speed of the material is higher than the rotat 
ing speed of the perforated drum. 
The device of this invention, including the wash bowl 

which is preferably used for the shrinking and tension 
free processing of textile materials, can further be 
equipped with a dancing roller which follows the sec 
ond deflecting device at the discharge end of the bowl 
and is swivelable or pivotal around a support axis. The 
dancing roller serves for controlling the rotating speed 
of the following take-off or pressure roll means and the 
weight which it exerts upon the material guided around 
it can be adjusted by means of an assembly of levers. 
In a shrinking bowl with a high degree of material over 
feeding, the lever assembly is preferably regulated by 
a ?xed pressure cylinder having a piston therein which 
is biased by the weight of the roller via a piston rod, as 
well as by the pressure of the material. 
The movement of the piston which varies because of 

the force exerted upon the dancing roller by the mate 
rial is preferably throttled at the pressure cylinder. This 
throttling can be especially important or necessary if 
the individual material waves on the perforated drum 
are very long and the material length is transferred to 
the second de?ecting device or discharge means at the 
discharge end of the machine at an intermittent speed. 
The throttling of the movement of the piston thus elimi 
nates any danger of a constant upward and downward 
movement of the pivotal dancing roller. 

It is generally known that a processing bowl of the 
above described type is conventionally equipped with 
a valve means through which waste water (i.e. used 
processing medium) ?ows off; the volume of the waste 
water corresponds exactly to the volume of fresh water 
used as processing medium which is simultaneously 
supplied to the bowl. This drain valve means which is 
in most cases designed as a simple over?ow is always 
situated at the material feed end of the textile treating 
machine while fresh water supply is effected at the dis 
charge end. This arrangement is used in order to permit 
the application of the well-known counter-current prin 
ciple. According to this principle the processing me 
dium is supplied into a multi-bowl washing machine, 
for example, at the material discharge end, from where 
it then ?ows in opposite direction to the material to be 
treated towards the ?rst bowl of the machine where it 
?nally ?ows off as waste water. 

Especially with a wash bowl which is to be suited for 
the tension-free treatment of material lengths it is dis 
advantageous to have the over?ow situated at the feed 
end of the machine, and this is mainly because the for 
mation of material waves on the drum which is some 
what problematic, would thereby be even more compli 
cated. According to the present invention it is therefore 
suggested to locate the over?ow behind the wash bowl, 
when viewed in the direction of material passage, ie 
on the material discharge side of the bowl. 
This layout of the wash bowl is very advantageous in 

deed, not only because it facilitates the release of the 
material from the perforated drum in that the water 
?ows in the same direction as the material which is to 
be released from the drum, but also because the waste 
water which ?ows back into the bowl from the subse 
quent squeezing unit can be directly drained through 
the over?ow. As a consequence, the dirty water which 
has been squeezed off the material is not mixed with 
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4 
the liquor in the bowl but flows off through the over 
?ow which, in accordance with the invention, is ?tted 
at the discharge end of the machine; thus there is no 
need for any additional drain opening. 
The projection which contacts the textile material as 

it is removed from the drum is preferably mounted at 
a downward angle from a housing wall to the perfo 
rated drum so that it can serve as a drain channel for 
the waste water which is squeezed off the material by 
the squeezing unit. When the bottom of this projection 
is designed to be liquid-permeable, the waste water 
which is collected in the nose ?ows through the perfo~ 
ration holes, directly into the over?ow. 

It is also of advantage to supplement the bottom sec 
tion of the projection plate by another metal sheet plate 
which is inclined towards the liquor level in the bowl; 
this plate eliminates any danger of the water creeping 
upwards towards the housing wall and permits the con 
trol of the volume of washing liquor which flows off 
through the over?ow. 
The invention will be further understood by refer 

ence to the following detailed description of its em 
bodiments and to the accompanying drawings in which; 
The FIGURE shows a device in accordance with this 

invention including a wash bowl and a subsequent 
squeezing unit. 

In the FIGURE a perforated drum wash bowl com 
prises a housing 1 which is filled with a washing or 
shrinkproo?ng liquor up to a liquor level designated by 
reference numeral 2. A perforated drum 3 is mounted 
in the bowl transversely to a passage for the textile ma 
terial to be treated. The liquor level 4 inside the drum 
is lower than level 2 outside the drum. This difference 
of liquor levels is maintained in a conventional manner 
which includes a pump means installed at one front side 
of the perforated drum for returning the water into the 
treatment chamber. 
Due to the difference of liquor levels, in the housing 

and the drum, the processing liquor automatically ?ows 
through the textile material 5 to be treated which lies 
on the perforated drum in the form of plaited waves. It 
will also be appreciated that the washing unit can also 
be equipped with an axially ?tted pump which pro 
duces a suction draft inside the perforated drum 3 and 
that under certain circumstances the material length 5 
can also be put onto the drum 3 without any folds or 
waves. 

Overfeeding of the textile material 5 onto the perfo 
rated drum is essentially effected by setting the speed 
of the perforated drum lower than the speed at which 
the material is fed into the bowl and onto the drum. 
The drum 3 is regulated to run at a lower speed than 
the delivery speed of the material by means of a con 
ventional control device (not shown). However, since 
the accurate formation of the individual plaited waves 
or folds of material on the perforated drum is neces 
sary; a beating device 7 is installed betweena de?ecting 
roller 6 which is driven and which is mounted at a pre 
determined distance from the perforated drum 3 and 
the liquor level 2. The axis of the beating device is par 
allel to the axes of the perforated drum and the de?ec 
tor roller and is also shifted or positioned sideways to 
wards the axis of the drum. Due to its high rotating 
speed the beating device with the beating elements 8 
extending radially outward from its surface effects a 
rhythmical movement to the material length which 
hangs down from the deflector roller 6; the formation 
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of uniform waves of material on the drum surface is 
thus guaranteed. 
At the material discharge side of the perforated drum 

3, immediately above the drum and at a distance from 
the deflector roller 9, there is a hose or projection 10 
in the form of a bent metal sheet plate. This projection 
eliminates any danger of the material lapping around a 
rotating roller which might be used in some cases; this 
danger exists especially when high draw-off speeds are 
employed. 
The wash bowl is also equipped or associated with a 

dancing roller 12 for controlling the running speed of 
the squeezing unit 16. This dancing roller is positioned 
behind the de?ector roller 9 at the discharge end of the 
machine and is pivotally mounted about an axis 11. De 
pending on the inclination of the dancing roller, i.e. de 
pending on the load which is exerted upon the roller by 
the textile material length 5, the roller 12 will move ei 
ther up or down; this up or downward movement in 
turn in?uences the controlling action of a gear (not 
shown) for controlling the speed of the rolls in the unit 
16. In previous devices of this type the weight of the 
dancing roller 12 was compensated by a counter 
weight. This counter-weight compensation has been 
found disadvantageous for any device in which the ma 
terial is overfed onto the perforated drum because the 
dancing roller reacted too quickly to a change in the 
load. According to the invention the counter-weight is 
replaced by a pneumatic pressure cylinder 13 which in 
turn may also be replaced by a hydraulic piston 
cylinder assembly. With the embodiment of the inven 
tion shown, the piston rod 14 of the piston assembly is 
connected to a rocking hinge 11 of the lever assembly 
for roller 12; whereas the cylinder 15 is fastened or se 
cured to the squeezing unit 16 which follows the wash 
bowl 3 in the treating cycle. Depending on the pressure 
which prevails in the space 17 above the piston 18, the 
piston will move to a certain position in the cylinder 15, 
and this position is dependent on the weight of the 
dancing roller 12 and the load which is put upon the 
dancing roller by the material length 5. If this load is in 
creased, the roller will go up while the piston will go 
down. Downward movement of the piston, however, 
will be damped or throttled to a certain degree because 
of the increase in volume of the air or other ?uid in the 
piston chamber 14. The same applies to the downward 
movement of the dancing roller 12. If necessary an ad 
ditional throttling of the movement of the piston may 
be provided by appropriate means. 

In the junction point between the elements 11 and 
12, a rotation-responsive electrical instrument 19 is ar 
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6 
ranged which directs the motor (not shown) of the pair 
of pressure rolls in unit 16 how fast it is to drive the 
rolls, in dependence on the angle of rotation of the le 
ver, or in dependence on the level of the roller 12, via 
an electrical line and a control unit 18, so that a maxi 
mally tension-less conveyance of the material is en 
sured. 
While the novel embodiments of the invention have 

been described, it will be understood that various omis 
sions, modi?cations and changes in these embodiments 
may be made by one skilled in the art without departing 
from the spirit and scope of the invention. 

I claim: 
1. A device for effecting tension-free wet treatment 

of textile material lengths which comprises wash bowl 
means containing a pre-determined level of processing 
liquor, a rotating perforated drum at least partially im 
mersed in the processing liquor, ?rst guide means for 
feeding the textile material onto the perforated drum 
and second guide means for removing the textile mate 
rial from the drum, especially said ?rst guide means in 
cluding beating means for forming the textile material 
into wave-like plaits on the perforated drum, said beat 
ing means contacting the textile material above the 
level of the liquor in the bowl means and above the 
drum and said second guide means including a material 
deflecting roller mounted above the liquor level and at 
the discharge end of the bowl means, a following pres 
sure roll means and control means for regulating the 
speed of the following pressure roll means, said control 
means including a dancing roller that bears on the tex 
tile material, a lever assembly, and a piston in a fixed 
pressure cylinder, said dancing roller being positioned 
after said material deflecting roller and being mounted 
on said lever assembly which is swivelable around a 
support axis, the drawing weight applied to the material 
length by said dancing roller being adjustable by said 
lever assembly which is engaged by said piston in the 
?xed pressure cylinder, said piston being acted on by 
the weight of the dancing roller via a piston rod and by 
the contact pressure of said material, said control 
means causing said pressure roll means to rotate at a 
speed which is equal, lower, or higher than the speed 
at which the textile material is fed into the bowl means 
and onto the drum. 

2. The device of claim 1, in which the movement of 
the piston produced by the changing load exerted upon 
the dancing roller by the textile material is throttled by 
the pressure cylinder. 

* * * * ‘it 


